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and endeavors to llIake them understand it. My 
baboon showed her superior standing by tormenting 
every other animal in the house without any reason or 
the slightest provocation. I had an old dog whose tem
per had been spoiled by age, and which lived in open 
war with every creature in the house. My baboon 
picked it out as an object for her tricks. When the 
dog was taking its siesta, the ape would crawl cautious
ly near, seize the animal by the tail, and, jumping 
back, give it an awful jerk. The dog, aroused from 
slumber. flew into a violent passion, and went howling 
and barking for the ape, who quietly watched him. and 
aggravated his excitement by patting the floor with 
her hands. As soon as the dog was near enough to 
reach her, she made a jump upon his back. and again 
squeezed his tail. These successive insults made the 
dog nearly frantic; he foamed and howled, but the 
more excited he grew, the worse the monkey torment
ed him. Finally, the old hypochondriac, seeing the 
uselessness of trying to chastise the foe of his rest, 
marched off with his tail between his legs whenever the 
monkey showed her face. 

The sagacity and docility of the Cynopitheeini. won
derful as they are, cannot be compared with the intelli
gence of the Anthropomorpha, especia!ly the chimpan
zee, the gorilla, the orang-outang, and others. I have 
closely observed several individuals of the family, 
allowed them to play with my children, and cared for 
their training and education, and have drawn astonish
ing results from my studies. These monkeys are crea
tures which one treats involuntarily like men, or at 
least like children. The orang-outangs are melancholic, 
and not very sympathetic with men; the variety of the 
pongos. to which the chimpanzee belongs, is jovial, and 
by far the most intelligent. Their voice is pure and 
plain. and while it capoot be denied that the voice of 
the gibbons sounds more melodious, and constitutes a 
veritable song, that of the chimpanzee is a formal 
language. All the sounds are fully atlcentuated. and 
the observer soon understands the meaning of the differ·· 
ent modulations, while children, playing with the 
animal, catch at once the sense of its utterances. 

It is really impossible to treat the chimpanzee like an 
animal ; his character and general behavior show so 
IIluch of humanity that IIlen are induced to COllllnune 
with him in the same way as with their equals. In 
captivity he is perfectly conscious of his position, and 
subordinates himself willingly to the superior mental 
gifts and capacities of mankind, but holds himself bet
ter and higher than other anilllals, especially than 
other monkeys. Paying in every instance high regard 
to men, he likes children if they do not tease and 
molest him. Sportive and humorous, he indulges ill 
joking with men and animals. He is not only inquisi
tive, bu· eager to acquire,knowledge, examines care
fully things strange to him. and falls into ecstasy when 
he has found out their purpose and learned to use them 
in the right way. 'Vhile able to understand men and 
things, he is, nevertheless, modest and kindly, seldom 
willful, and never stubborn, although he claims what 
is in right due to him. Of variable temper, he is, now 
good-humored and jolly, now sad and morose, and 
gives vent to his feelings as men do, but sometimes in a 
more passionate way. 

I was once the owner of a highly educated chimpan
zee. He knew all the friends of the house, all our ac
quaintances, and distinguished them readily from 
strangers. Every one treating him kindly he looked 
upon as a personal friend. He never felt more comfort
able than when he was admitted to the family circle 
and allowed to move freely around, and open and shut 
doors, while his joy was boundless when he was assign
ed a place at the common table, and the guests admir
ed his natural wit and practical jokes. He expressed 
his satisfaction and thanks to them by druIllming furi
ously on the table. In his numerous monients of 
leisure his favorite occupation consisted in investigat
ing carefully every object in his reach; he lowered the 
door of the stove for the purpose of watching the fire, 
opened drawers, rummaged boxes and trunks and play
ed with their contents, provided the latter did not look 
suspicious to him. How easily suspicion was aroused 
in his mind might be illustrated by the fact that: as 
long as he lived. he shrank with terror from every com
mOil rubber-ball. Obedience to my orders and attach
ment to uiy person, and to everybody caring for him, 
were among his cardinal virtues, and he bored me with 
his persistent wishes to accompany me. He knew per
fectly his time for retiring, and was happy when some 
one of us carried him to the bedroom like a baby. As 
soon as the light was put out he would jump into the 
bed and cover himself, because he was afraid of the 
darkness. His favorite meal was supper with tea, 
which he was very fond of. prodded it was largely 
sweetened and mixed with rUin. He sipped it from the 
cup, ami ate the dipped bread-slices with a spoon, hav
ing been taught not to use the fingers in eating ; he 
poured his wine from the bottle and drank it from the 
glass. A man could hardly behave himself more gentle
manlike at table than did that monkey. 

He was especially engaging in his association with 
my children, always gentle, obliging, and tender, and 
they liked him as a good fellow and pretty playmate. 
When he was first introduced to my little girl, who was 
then six months old, he seemed pel'plexed, and observ
ed her with astonishment, as if speculating whether 
that little bit of a creature was really a human being. 
At last his mind was made up ; he touched her check 
with one finger, and then offered her his hand in friend
ship. My dlimpanzee conversed very little with other 
animals; like the apes in general. he was afraid of the 
big ones and despised the smaller ones. He was always 
around us, and we, on our side, did not make any 
difference between him and a man. 

The animal fell ill of mumps, followed by pneumonia. 
I had seen many sick chimpanzees, but never one of 
them behaved as he did. I engaged two competent 
physicians to take charge of him. He knew them from 
the first day, allowed them to feel his pulse, showed 
his tongue, and directed the hand of the attendant 
doctor to the painful swelling, which had to be cut 
open afterward, there being danger of suffocation. The 
doctors would not use chloroform, ont of regard to the 
affection of the lungs, but, fearing the chimpanzee 
would not keep quiet during the operation, engaged 
four strong men to hold him. The sick animal did not 
submit to that rough treatment, but excitedly pushed 
the men aside, and then, without any compulsion what
ever, but in compliance with the fondling words of his 
nurse, in whose lap he was sitting, offered his throat. 

The operation was performed, the ape never flinching 
or complaining. He felt afterward much relieved, and 
expressed his gratitude by pressing fervently the hands 
of the physicians and kissing his nurse. But his life 
was not spared; he died from pneumonia. Meekly and 
patiently he bore his long agony. and died more like a 
man than an animal. The doctor told me that never 
in his life, at any death-bed. had he felt an emotion 
similar to that which seized him at the humble couch 
of the poor monkev. In Berlin, many beautiful eyes 
shed tears when the news of the sad end of my widely 
known and generally petted chimpanzee was spread. 

Was the ancestor of the human race a monkey? That 
is the vexed question which still raises so much dust. 

arise; among hybrids (when the ovum is under its 
normal physiological conditions, but the semen under 
more or less abnormal) males are most common, and 
more resemble the mothel·. The experiment of Fiquet, 
a farmer in Texas, who was able to determine the sex 
of the progeny by different modes of feeding the mother, 
is referred to. On the other hand, madness seems most 
often to pass from father to son, and from mother to 
daughter, the proportion being 53'3 to 46'6 per cent.
Jo'Urn. Royal Micros. Society. 

REGULATION OF SEX PROPORTION IN 
ANIMALS AND PLANTS. 

There is no doubt that man is not more and not less IN an elaborate essay in the Jenaische Zeitsch1'iftju1' than the chief creature in the animal kingdom, and Naturwissenschaft, K. Dusing starts from the fact that that the monkeys are his immediate neighbors; but I in animals, as in man, male and female individuals alcannot see why this fact should logically involve the ways and everywhere stand to one another in quite deassumption that our great-great-uncles were gam- finite numerical relations; in Homo sapiens the proporboling in paradise in the shape of apes. The doctrine tion is about 106 boys to 100 girls; the former, however, of gradual evolution may seem trustworthy in the high- are more frequently stillborn, and a larger numb"r die est degree and beautiful from the scientific standpoint, in childhood. The consequence of this is that, at the but it is based upon a simple hypothesis, and a hypo- period of greatest reproductive activity, the number of the�is is not a proof ; and here I wish not to be mis- each sex is about equal. Nearly similar results obtain understood. Even if the physical and intellectual de- with domesticated animals. Nor is the constancy convelopment and perfection of humanity thronghout the fined to animals, for Heyer has shown that a definite succesRion of thousands of centuries is a fact, there is relation of the sexes obtains in the dirucious plant no authority for the inference that, eo ipso, a Illonkey- Merc'llrialis annua. nest was the cradle of mankind. It is, however. well known that with small numbers Darwin's treatise on the variation of species gave"rise very different results from those just enunciated are to the ardent controversy of our days. Darwin used obtained; in other words, there is often a divergence the wrong word. It is not." species" he ought to have from the norm. How is this corrected? Dusing answers said, but" varieties"; for species never interbreed with that an excess of one sex brings about a larger number each other. Man and monkey. though belonging to of births of the other. The author then discusses the same group, represent two distinct species. There the statistics of births, and especially of those after is, consequently, a simple and 'irrefragable natural law wars. refuting peremptorily the thesis of the enthusiastic pro- If the author's doctrine that nutriment has influence pugnators of the pedigree rooting somewhere anud a upon the sex be correct, it is clear that animals with gri�ning tribe �am?oling in the wild forests of Asia or similar nutrition must be generally of the same sex; Africa. The criterIOn that the human race has large, and this is true we know of twins and double abor-ro�nd hands and. blunt canine teeth would be sufficie�t tions. ' , 
of Itself to establish the truth that no monkey-blood IS The author next inve8tiO"ates the effects of dissimilar pulsating in our veins; but there are more distinctive nutritions. and begins with a study of human statisfeatures.. Men have strong, well-shaped legs, walk con-

I 
tics. W'ith bad nourishment a boy, with good a girl, is stantly III an erect posture, and enJoy the faculty of developed; in the country there are more boys born speech. . . than in towns, for the townspeople are, on the whole, The. m?nkeys rank near humallltr III th� general better nourished. Parents in good condition have fewer orgalllz;atlOn of t�e world; they sho� 1l1111any lnstan�es boys than the poor. The age of the mother is also of much likeness With mankuld. physlCa�ly as well as In- importallce; you!lE females feed better than old, and tell�ctually . . �ut a further concessIOn would be a have more girls. Where bodily exercise is considerable, dellial of posItive natural laws. Nay! old �dam was as among the inhabitants of young countries. such as not a monkey: not a baboon, not even a chimpanzee! North America and Australia, there is a preponderance 

-Popular Smence Monthly. of male births. 

CAUSES OF SEX. 
J. SCHLECHTRR (Rev . . f. Thierheilkunde, Nos. 7 and 

8, 1884) has investigated the reproduction of horses; 
dealing with 2,064 births, and e:;amining first of all the 
influence of the absolute and relative age� oCfatherand 
mother. He found that the proportion of female to 
male births was as 100 to 91'3; where the sire' and dam 
were of the same age, and between4 and 12 years of age, 
more females were born; but when they were between 
12 and 16, a considerably larger number of males. When 
the sire was older than the dam. a larger number of 
males was born where the difference was slight. and a 
larger number of females when the difference was more 
extensive. When the dam was the older, a larger num
ber of fillies was produced. 

The second problem is that of the influence of the 
first and later copulations on the resulting sex; fillies 
were to young horses as 100 to 90'2, where the dams 
were covered for the first time; and the propor
tion was exactly the same where the dams had been 
mothers. The time of the year has this importance, 
that the production of females is to that of males as 
100 to 90'2 in the cold months of the year, and as 100 to 
89'5 in the warmer months. More males seem to be pro
duced when the virile activity is at its highest point; 
males are on the average eight-tenths of a day longer 
during the gestation period. The first-born are rather 
more frequently males. 

H. Berner (in a work published at Christiana, 1883) 
demonstrates that the hypothesis of Hofacker and 
Sadler, which explains the excess of boys born in Eu
rope by the fact that the husband is ordinarily older 
than the wife, is untenable. The author's results are 
based upon the Norwegian statistics of population for 
1871-1875. There were 213,224 births, 109,4:H of which 
were boys, or a proportion of 105'43 boys to 100 gi�ls. 
Where the parents were of the same age, the proportIOn 
of boys to girls as 106'23 to 100; when the father was one 
to ten years older, as 104'61 to 100; where he was more 
than ten years older, as 103'54 to 100; where the mother 
was one to ten years older than the father. as 107'45 to 
100; where she was more than ten years older, as 104.10 
to 100. On the whole, then, the results are just con
trary to what we should expect from Hofacker and' 
Sadler's hypothesis. Berner approves of the doctrine 
of Richarz, that, if the mother is especially fertile, a 
boy, that is, the higher and more complete develop
mental form of the genuR Homo, is produced; while 
when the mother is weakly, or less adapted for procrea
tion, the result is a girl. In the former case the mother's 
influence is predominant, in the latter she is more in
different than the male; or, in other words (and, in
deed, in the terms of a very widely distributed belief). 
the peculiarities of the mother pass as a rule to the son, 
and those of the father to the daughter. The predo
lllinant importance of the mother is to be explained by 
the facts that unfertilized eggs may become developed 
into viable organisms (parthegenesis of insects), that 
ovarian dermoid cysts are due to a real though an in
complete development of the ovum. and that the sper
lllatozoon lives fora shorter period than an ovum. A re
viewer (Riolog. Centralbl., iv .• pp. 461-465) suggests that, 
the cause of a large!' number of males being produced 
after a war is not, as the author thinks, due to the in
creased social advantages dependent upon less rivalry 
and to an increased activity. but to the enfeeblement 
of the males and to the quiet life led by the females 
puring the period of war. Polygamous marriages, one 
result of which is that females do not have children 
more than once in two or three years, have for another 
a great preponderance of male births, and so prove the 
influence of the mother on the birth of sons. Prosper
ous years are also favorable for the production of males. 
The hypothesis of Richarz is supported by the facts 
that from unfertilized eggs among insects only males 
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These principles may be applied to thelytoky, which 
is caused and conditioned by an over�upply of females, 
to arrenotoky. where one female is fertilized, and to 
asexual generation, whether by fission , gemmation, or 
pa>dogenesis. The same rules will apply to plants. 

It is a great advantage to be hermaphrodite as long 
as possible, as the tendency of one sex can be altered at 
a comparatively late period in embryonic life; as we 
know, the embryos of nearly all animals are at first 
herma phrodi teo 

W. K. Brooks (in Johns Hopkins University Circu
lars) quotes and approves Dr. Dusing's papers on the 
laws which regulate sex, and his statelllents that a 
favorable environment causes an increase in the num
ber of births of female children, while an unfavorable 
environment causes an increase in the number of male 
births. 

Mr. Brooks believes that this is only part of a still 
wider generalization, and quotes facts to show that 
the male cell causes variation, while the ovum trans
mits the hereditary characteristics of the species. The 
union of two sexual elements has been evolved for the 
purpose of securing variability. and the male element 
has gradually acquired, by division of labor. the pecu
liar function of exciting variability to lIleet changes in 
the conditions of life. So long as the latter remain fa
vorable, there is no need of variation; but whenever 
any unfavorable change takes place, variation becomes 
necessary to restore the harmony between the organism 
and its environment. If this view be true, we have in 
Dusing's results an exemplification of one of the most 
far-reaching of all the adjustments in nature; an adap·· 
tat ion by means of which each organism remains un
changed so long as no change is needed, while it be
gins to vary whenever variation and race modification 
are called for. -Journ. Royal Micros. Society. 

CAMPHOR BAROMETER, OR " STORM GLASS." 
IT was discovered by our ancestors that the height of 

the undissolved camphor in a camphor bottle was dif
ferent in different states of the weather; and it became 
quite customary to keep a camphor bottle in sight, in 
order to anticipate the change in the weather, it being 
thought that an increase in the height of the camphor 
indicated approaching rain or wind. The inventive 
genius of our age could not long allow the instrument 
to remain in this crude form. * The camphort and al
cohol were put into long glass tubes hermetically seal
ed at the top, and adjusted in a frame with a ther
mometer attached. The side of the frame next the 
tube was divided into three divisions. On the bottom 
one was marked the word .• Fair," on the middle one 

" Change," and on the top one "Storm." A note ac
companying the instrument stated that the weather 
was indicated by the word in the division with which 
the top of the chemical substance corresponded. It 
also stated that the direction of the wind was shown 
by the substance being a little higher on the opposite 
side from which the wind came. 'rhese were manufac
tured and sold all over our country under the name of 
" Storm Glasses." or "Chemical Barometers." One firm, 
I suppose in order to increase the sales. adopted the 
name of "Signal Service Barometer;" and I have met 
a number of people in possession of these instruments 
who really thought they had one of the genuine baro
meters which the Signal Service used in its predictions. 

The fact that the manufacturers have hermetically 
sealed the top of the tubes fortunately assists in an in
vestigation of the cause of the instrument's action, for 
it is evident at once that the contents of an impermea
ble, air-tight vessel of glass can neither be affected by 

* The IIr"t improvement was, I believe, made by Admiral FitzRoy. 
t Other ingredients besides the camphor. I beheve, are now included. 

I lind it stated that two parts camphor, one part nitrate of potash, and one 
part l!alammoniac are put into the alcohol. and a little water added. 
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